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Thank you once again for the invitation! 
The event was very well organized and informative. It was easy to get into conversation with all participant, to exchange 
on the subject, discuss business trends and future challenges, especially on the same table.  
I hope to see you also soon again! 
Vice President & Innovation Manager Corporate Development 
Business Model & Transformation 
UniCredit Bank Austria 
 
 
Great Event, very interesting presentation. Nice place, nice people, great organization! 
Head of Group Credit Risk Methods and Models 
Erste Group Bank 
 
 
The organization of the evening was perfect, the content of the interventions also good.  Well organized event. Thanks for 
the invitation. 
Head of Security 
Sberbank Europe 
 
 
The event was very well prepared! 
Liked the careful communication before the event, clever SMS reminder some hours before the event. For sure it helped to 
keep discipline with reminder "refrain” from short-termed cancellations. Since quite frequent from experience reception 
and organizational moderation during meeting was very good: 
- to the point, not too many words, but guidance was always available. Really good! 
- Intention of chauffeur service is very nice, but from my perspective not really necessary. 
- Prominent choice of participants- 
- Location in city center good choice, hotel attractive. 
- Presenter "Fraud & ID" very vivid, interesting, catching - obviously good choice! 
Managing Direccor 
UNIQA Group Service Center Slovakia 
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It has been a pleasure attending this event -  I usually select very carefully the respective events as I always search for an 
added value for business and of course for enhancing my horizon as I am curious to share experience. 
I enjoyed very much the choice of the location, the careful selection of the participants and of course the discussions as 
well as the short keynote. 
The evening was professionally hosted and the moderation was keeping the discussion ongoing very smartly. 
CIO Romania 
VIENNA INSURANCE GROUP (VIG) 


